Meeting III
Date: Nov. 14th
Time: 4:30pm
Location: Anthony Study Loft
Team: APA2

Leader: Luke Kline

Agenda:
- Discuss next assignment turn-ins: Intermediate Assignment 2
  - Models Revision due Monday (?)
  - Prototype due Monday
    - Assign who will do each state
  - SRS due Wednesday
    - How we will divide and complete the models:
      - Use case diagram
      - Domain model
      - Scenarios of System
        - Sequence Models
      - State Diagram
    - Peer Review due Wednesday
    - Keeping record of questions for customer
- Establishing internal deadlines for the above
- Clarify next meeting time

Action List:
- Prototype States:
  - Parking Specifications – Robert
  - Searching for Spot – Rui
  - Verify Spot – Quinton
  - Obstacle – Luke
  - Park – Kyle
  **All due to Luke by 5pm, Sunday**
- SRS Sections:
  - 1-1.2 – Kyle
  - 1.3-1.4 – Quinton
  - 2-2.3 – Rui
  - 2.4-2.6 – Robert
  **All due to Luke by midnight, Sunday**

Summary:
Team reviewed Intermediate Assignment 2 submission. Discussed what is due Monday, received confirmation from TA that Prototype outline is due Monday, and likely Use Case and
Domain Model revisions (should receive an email from Professor to clarify). Built a rough draft of our State diagram. Assigned Prototype states for each member and agreed to turn them in by Sunday at 5pm. Also, we spilt up the first half of the SRS document, with a due date to Luke of midnight. Agreed to meet after class, if only setup a better meeting time before Wednesday.